World leaders in the profile bending industry

Shaping
the future
through
better
design

We manufacture shaped uPVC door
and window frames in a wide range of
colours and finishes. All frames are made
to bespoke dimensions in the following
shapes:
● Angled or Gable Ends
● Circular Windows
● D Frames
● Arched or Frames with a Swept Head
● Gothic Shaped Frames
● Shaped Sliding Sash Windows
● Doors with shaped frames
Thanks to investment in a state of the art
CAD machine, we can also supply shaped
double glazed units, or glass sizes if our
customers would prefer to source the
glass themselves.

Why choose

Universal Arches?
At Universal Arches, we take
great pride in offering quality
shaped door frames and
windows, quality service and
quality standards.
In addition we offer:
● 5 - 7 working day turnaround
● Fully welded, high quality finish
● CAD Drawings
● ISO 9001:2015

We deliver our shaped door and
window frames within a 50 mile
radius of St Helens free of charge.
Glass can also be supplied within
a 50 miles radius. For deliveries
outside of this area, we can
supply a glass template which you
can use to order your own glass
locally.

Innovation, ﬂexibility and unbeatable service. It’s how we are shaping the future...
Professionally Engineered
Quality
Right 1st Time
Fit & Forget

We offer a vast array of bespoke window and
door designs and even a combination of both.
As you would expect from a market leader,
Universal Arches manufactures angled frames
and gable frames for conservatories, circular
windows, D frames, arches, gothic frames,
vertical sliding windows, doors and the most
complex bespoke frames.

Within the factory at Universal Arches we
have all the technology, tools and expertise to
transform lengths of uPVC profile and convert
them into high quality shaped frames with
impressive accuracy.

Quality products and Quality standards
are high on the list of priorities at
Universal Arches, which is why we have
held ISO Accreditation continuously
since 2004.
Universal Arches has two Quality
Controllers and a Quality Manager. They
use the ISO standard to monitor the
uPVC Profile Bending process from start
to finish.

ISO 9001 contains eight key principles
of quality management which form the
fundamental characteristics of quality
management

We have been bending
uPVC profile since 1994.
Many of our highly skilled
Craftsmen have been in
our employment for over
15 years, having been
trained in-house, using
specialised skills and
technology developed over
two decades.

Universal Arches is part of a medium sized,
privately owned group of specialist fenestration
companies. All market leaders in their own right,
operating in niche sectors as true manufacturing
specialists of bespoke products.

Call: 01744 612844
Email: Sales@universalarches.com
Visit: www.universalarches.com

